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Abstract: Modern web applications offer various APIs for data interaction. However, as the number of
these APIs increases, so does the potential for security threats. Essentially, more APIs in an application
can lead to more detectable vulnerabilities. Thus, it is crucial to identify APIs as comprehensively as
possible in web applications. However, this task faces challenges due to the increasing complexity of
web development techniques and the abundance of similar web pages. In this paper, we propose
APIMiner, a framework for identifying APIs in web applications by dynamically traversing web
pages based on web page state similarity analysis. APIMiner first builds a web page model based on
the HTML elements of the current web page. APIMiner then uses this model to represent the state
of the page. Then, APIMiner evaluates each element’s similarity in the page model and determines
the page state similarity based on these similarity values. From the different states of the page,
APIMiner extracts the data interaction APIs on the page. We conduct extensive experiments to
evaluate APIMiner’s effectiveness. In the similarity analysis, our method surpasses state-of-the-art
methods like NDD and mNDD in accurately distinguishing similar pages. We compare APIMiner
with state-of-the-art tools (e.g., Enemy of the State, Crawlergo, and Wapiti3) for API identification.
APIMiner excels in the number of identified APIs (average 1136) and code coverage (average 28,470).
Relative to these tools, on average, APIMiner identifies 7.96 times more APIs and increases code
coverage by 142.72%.

Keywords: web application; web API; state aware; similarity analysis

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet, web applications have been integrated
into all aspects of people’s lives. As web applications become more widely used and their
functions become more powerful, their inherent data and functional value also make them
a target for attackers. Modern web applications are rich in interactivity and provide users
with various APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) for data interaction.

However, the coin has two sides. The availability of various APIs for data interaction
has provided users with convenience. However, it has also exposed web applications to
more significant security threats due to the increased number of interfaces. For example,
APIs can trigger XSS (cross-site scripting), SQL, remote code execution, and other client
and server vulnerabilities. From the perspective of security analysts, the more APIs used
for data interaction in a web application, the more likely it is that loopholes will be detected
in the web application. Therefore, it is crucial to identify APIs in web applications as
comprehensively as possible.

Existing studies on web application API identification are mainly based on the user
manuals of web applications [1–3] and identify APIs by dynamically traversing web pages
(e.g., using crawlers ) [4–8]. These studies use methods such as regular matching to extract
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APIs from user manuals or machine learning to generate a large number of test cases for
guessing possible APIs. These methods struggle to identify APIs not listed in user manuals.
Additionally, many web applications do not provide user manuals at all. Compared
with extracting and generating web application APIs from user manuals, using a crawler
to traverse web pages dynamically and extract APIs from the web pages can avoid the
limitations of user manuals. However, developers use languages such as JavaScript, HTML,
and CSS to implement highly complex user interfaces. The high complexity of the web
front-end user interface and the similarity between these user interfaces pose a challenge
for using crawlers to identify APIs in web applications.

Current methods for web page similarity analysis mainly include URL-based
approaches [8], web page visual analysis [9,10], web page content hashing, and DOM
(Document Object Model) structure comparison [11,12]. Although these similarity analysis
methods have been proven to mitigate the negative impact of similar pages to some extent,
they still have several shortcomings that make them not universally applicable. Since
a large number of web applications have adopted the RESTful [13] specification or the
MVC architecture [14], the URLs of different functions of such web applications are highly
similar, which introduces a massive challenge to URL similarity analysis. Web page visual
similarity analysis has limited usage scenarios, and only coarse-grained similarity analysis
can be performed. When it is applied to API recognition scenarios, there will be situations
where visual similarity occurs but the APIs contained are different. The web page content
similarity analysis method has better applicability compared to other methods. However,
the crawler needs to store and calculate the hash value of the web page content or structure.
Oversized web page content can seriously affect the efficiency of the crawler. On the other
hand, these methods usually use edit distance algorithms [15] to calculate the similarity.
These algorithms do not consider the order relationship of the elements on the page. More-
over, the similarity analysis method based on the DOM tree structure is coarse-grained.
In a web application, there may be situations where the DOM tree structure is similar but
the specific content within the DOM tree nodes differs. For example, the API information
contained in the nodes is different, which can cause the loss of some APIs. In addition,
using web page views for similarity analysis is not appropriate for web API identification.
Thus, it is urgent to design a more suitable web page similarity analysis method to reduce
the impact of similar pages on the efficiency and accuracy of API identification.

To address the above challenges and issues, in this paper, we propose APIMiner, a
framework for identifying the APIs of web applications by dynamically traversing web
pages based on web page state similarity analysis. Specifically, when APIMiner accesses a
web application, it first builds a web page model based on the HTML elements of the current
web page. The web page model consists of triples < URL_link, Forms, JavaScript_events >.
These three elements are the main causes of changes in page content. APIMiner uses this
web page model to represent the state of the page. Then, APIMiner calculates the similarity
of the data of the same element in different web page models, which can overcome the
misjudgments caused by the different positions of data in the DOM tree. After calculating
the similarity of each element, APIMiner judges the similarity of the page states based
on the values of the similarity results and the weights of each element. Finally, from the
different states of the page, APIMiner extracts the data interaction APIs on the page. In this
approach, APIMiner traverses as many different web page states as possible, improving
the coverage of web application APIs.

We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of APIMiner by compar-
ing it with state-of-the-art methods such as NDD [16] and mNDD [17]. The experimental
results demonstrate that our method surpasses existing state-of-the-art methods in ac-
curately and finely distinguishing between similar and dissimilar pages. We compare
APIMiner with state-of-the-art tools (e.g., Enemy of the State [6], Crawlergo [18], and
Wapiti3 [19]) for API identification. Regarding web application API identification, the
experimental results show that APIMiner identifies an average of 1136 APIs in 10 web
applications. In contrast, Enemy of the State identifies an average of 51 APIs in the same
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web applications, whereas Crawlergo identifies an average of 171 and Wapiti3 identifies
an average of 296. APIMiner is 22.2, 6.64, and 3.84 times more effective than Enemy of the
State, Crawlergo, and Wapiti3. APIMiner performs well in terms of the total lines of code
executed in the ten tested web applications. On average, APIMiner executes 28,470 lines
of code in each application, which are good results compared to the state-of-the-art tools.
Enemy of the State averages 7578 lines, whereas Crawlergo and Wapiti3 execute an average
of 18,060 and 15,293 lines, respectively.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We propose APIMiner, a framework for identifying APIs in web applications by
dynamically traversing web pages based on web page state similarity analysis.

• We design a new state representation of the web page and page state similarity analysis
method. The new state representation of the web page similarity analysis method can
effectively improve the identification of APIs, accurately and effectively reducing the
impact of similar pages during traversal.

• We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of APIMiner. The ex-
perimental results show that APIMiner achieves good performance in terms of the
number of identified APIs (average of 1136) and code coverage (average of 28,470).

2. Background
2.1. Web APIs

APIs for data interaction are crucial for web applications, offering a uniform method
for accessing data and features. These APIs facilitate communication between different
applications or systems, supporting data sharing and integration. Various API styles are
utilized, including RESTful, SOAP, JSON-RPC, and traditional web APIs. For instance,
consider a web application that manages book information to illustrate the use of these
web APIs.

RESTful APIs. RESTful APIs are a widely used web API type that uses the HTTP
protocol to manage web resources. They operate on a resource-based concept, with re-
sources represented by URLs and interacted with through HTTP methods like GET, POST,
PUT, and DELETE. These APIs are stateless, treating each request independently, and are
known for being lightweight, scalable, and straightforward. For a book information web
application, such an API would include specific endpoints, as shown in Figure 1.

GET /books: Retrieve a list of all books
GET /books/{id}: Retrieve information about a specific book with the given ID
POST /books: Create a new book with the provided information
PUT /books/{id}: Update the information for the book with the given ID
DELETE /books/{id}: Delete the book with the given ID

Figure 1. An HTTP request of a RESTful API.

SOAP APIs. SOAP APIs are web APIs that use XML for message encoding and
follow standardized communication protocols, including XML message formats and HTTP
or SMTP for transport. This paper focuses on SOAP APIs over HTTP, often chosen for
enterprise applications due to their emphasis on security and reliability. While SOAP APIs
may be more complex and require additional libraries, they offer robust error handling
and security. As shown in Figure 2, in a web application managing book data, a SOAP API
HTTP request would include an XML document with a SOAP envelope and a message
body requesting details for a book with ID 12345.

JSON-RPC APIs. JSON-RPC APIs are lightweight web APIs that use JSON for
data encoding. They enable remote procedure calls over HTTP or HTTPS, offering a
straightforward implementation method. Ideal for mobile applications that need quick and
efficient server communication, JSON-RPC APIs are widely utilized. As shown in Figure 3,
a JSON-RPC API request to query a book would contain a JSON-RPC request object
specifying the method ("getBook"), parameters (the book’s ID), and a unique request ID.
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POST /webservice HTTP/1.1
Host: example.com
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: nnn

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xml
soap.org/soap/envelope/">

<soap:Body>
<GetBookRequest xmlns="http://example.com/
bookservice">

<BookID>12345</BookID>
</GetBookRequest>

</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

Figure 2. An HTTP request of a SOAP API.

POST /api HTTP/1.1
Host: example.com
Content-Type: application/json
Content-Length: nnn

{
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"method": "getBook",
"params": 12345,
"id": 1

}

Figure 3. An HTTP request of a JSON-RPC API.

Traditional web APIs. Traditional web APIs can be categorized into form-based
APIs and GET request APIs with parameters. Form-based APIs utilize HTML forms
for data submission to a server, processing user-submitted forms and responding ac-
cordingly. As shown in Figure 4, an HTTP request for a book query via a form-based
API involves the browser sending this request following form submission. On the other
hand, traditional GET request APIs with parameters transmit data through URL param-
eters, where the data are encoded as key-value pairs in the URL, separated by amper-
sands. An example of a book query using a traditional GET request API would be
“http://example.com/getBook.php?bookid=12345”.

POST /getBook.php HTTP/1.1
Host: example.com
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: nnn

bookid=12345&submit=search

Figure 4. An HTTP request of a form-based API.

2.2. Web Page State

The state of a web page refers to its content and structure at any given moment,
including text, images, form values, user interactions (such as clicks and scrolls), and
elements dynamically modified by client-side scripts like JavaScript. This state is crucial
for delivering rich user experiences and interactive web applications, as it allows the page
to adapt its content and behavior in response to user interactions. Consider a simple web
application with only three pages: index, about, and edit. Figure 5 presents a case of state
change for this web application. Taking the S0 state of the index page as the root state, it
includes the URL link to access the about page. When the user fills in the login information
and submits the login form, the index page transitions from the S0 state to the S1 state. In
the current state of the index page, in addition to the original link to access the about page,
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a new URL link to access the edit page appears. Importantly, the link to the edit page
appears only in state S1.

about

User login form 
submission

edit

index
S0

index
S1

about

URL link
redirection

URL link
redirection

URL link
redirection

Figure 5. State changing of web pages.

3. Overview

Figure 6 presents an overview of APIMiner, which is composed of three main parts:
state representation, page state similarity analysis, and API identification. APIMiner aims
to overcome the challenge of page similarity analysis and cover as many web application
page states as possible to identify and extract APIs.

1Extraction 
Elements

URL_link

Form

JavaScript_events

State Representation State Similarity Analysis

Cosine Similarity of 
Each Element

Overall Similarity
API Identify and New 
Page State Discovery

New State

Figure 6. Overview of APIMiner.

3.1. State Representation

Unlike the input interface of a binary program, the data interaction interface of a web
application exists mainly on the web application page [20]. The user typically interacts
with a server-side web application by clicking controls on the page, filling in a form, etc.
Since web applications cannot ensure that each interactive interface has sufficient security
detection capabilities for data input by the user, improving the coverage of these interfaces
can increase the probability of triggering vulnerabilities.

Traversing the target web applications as comprehensively as possible is the core
challenge for API identification. Due to the dynamic and interactive nature of the existing
web front end, web pages possess widely diverse features. When the state changes, different
content may appear on the same web page (i.e., some components may appear only when
a specific event is triggered). Therefore, it is necessary to capture the state changes of every
web page during traversal. Otherwise, some web pages will not be visited, and even worse,
some APIs will be missed. To better emphasize the differences between web page states,
we propose a more precise method for representing web page states.

Whether the content of the web page changes is mainly affected by three types of
elements. The first element is the URL link on the web page. Figure 7 shows part of the
front-end code of the navigation bar of the WordPress administrator interface. The data in
the href field in the two < a > tags are the relative URLs that access the Home and Update
user interfaces, respectively. When the user clicks Home, the WordPress user interface
redirects to “https://domain:port/index.php”, and the page’s content changes. The URL
addresses in these tags are mainly used to switch web pages or functions. They have the
same domain name as the target website and do not point to resource-type files, such as
JavaScript, CSS, images, videos, etc. In the front-end pages of web applications, there are
many similar tags that include such URLs, such as < a >, < link >, < i f rame >, etc., and
they use href or src fields for page redirection. It is worth noting that there are also a large
number of URLs for accessing specified functions in the front-end < script > tags of web
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applications, such as the data in location.href. Once these URLs for page or function
switching are accessed, the content of the web page == changes.

1 <ul class='wp-submenu wp-submenu-wrap'>
2 <li class='wp-submenu-head' aria-hidden=
3 'true'>Dashboard</li>
4 <li class="wp-first-item current">
5 <a href='index.php' class="wp-first-item
6 current" aria-current="page">Home</a>
7 </li>
8 <li>
9 <a href='update-core.php'>Updates</a>

10 </li>
11 </ul>

Figure 7. Part of the front-end source code of the WordPress administrator interface.

The second element is the form submission on the web page. Forms are one of the
main ways for users to interact with web applications. Take the WordPress administrator
login interface as an example. When an administrator enters the correct login credentials
into the form and submits the data, the web application authenticates the user and redirects
them to the administrator interface. In this way, forms provide a crucial functionality in
web applications, allowing users to input and submit data to the server for processing
and response.

The third element is the execution of JavaScript events on the web page. With the
advent of highly complex user interfaces, web developers often implement intricate designs
using languages such as JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. These interfaces employ various
JavaScript events, such as mouse clicks, keyboard inputs, and touch events, to provide
users with a rich and interactive experience. Using these events, web pages can dynamically
render content, update functions and data in real time, and provide various interactive
elements, such as sliders, pop-ups, and menus. The triggering of these JavaScript events
often changes the page content, which may include updating functions that introduce new
URL addresses or APIs.

In summary, APIMiner utilizes these three types of elements to build a comprehensive
web page model based on the URL, forms, and JavaScript events of the current web page.
That is, the web page model is represented as < URL_link, Form, JavaScript_events >. By
doing so, it can accurately analyze the behavior and state of web applications and improve
the efficiency and accuracy of API identification.

URLs in web pages mainly include absolute URLs and relative URLs. An absolute
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) specifies the exact location of an internet resource, en-
compassing the protocol, domain name, and path. This complete web address details the
server and directory location of the resource, ensuring precise identification and access.
On the other hand, a relative URL provides a partial web address that points to a resource
relative to the current web page’s URL. Relative URLs are commonly used when linking to
resources within the same website, and they are shorter and easier to manage. APIMiner
matches and extracts all URLs from the < a >, < link >, < i f rame >, and < script >
tags. APIMiner performs data cleaning on absolute URLs, excluding non-local URLs and
resource file URLs. When APIMiner encounters forms on web pages, it extracts the key data
in the form and uses a unified format to describe the form, as shown in Figure 8. Specifically,
APIMiner extracts the data interaction method (mainly including GET and POST), the URL
of the action field, fields, and corresponding values in post params, such as data from
the id and value fields in the < input > tag. To comprehensively obtain all the event
information on the current page, APIMiner uses the getEventListeners() command in
Google Chrome. This command enables APIMiner to obtain all event information on the
current page, including information on events triggered by JavaScript code embedded in
the HTML code, such as “onclick" and “onload" events in the < button > and < body >
tags. By obtaining event information, APIMiner can accurately identify and describe the
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events on the page, providing valuable information for subsequent testing and analysis.
The triplet representation after extracting the three types of data is shown in Figure 9.

{ 'method': 'GET/POST',
'action': 'Relative URL',
'postdata': {

'key_1': 'value_1',
'key_2': 'value_2',},}

Figure 8. The format of a form’s key data.

"web page URL": {
"Javascript events": [

"Javascript events_1",
"Javascript events_1",
"Javascript events_1",
...],

"form": [
"form_1",
"form_2",
...],

"url": [
"URL_1",
"URL_2",
"URL_3",
...]}

Figure 9. Concrete representation of triplets.

3.2. State Similarity Analysis

In the process of web traversing, APIMiner is responsible for modeling each visited
page state. When there is a URL link redirection, form submission, or JavaScript event
trigger behavior on the page, the page is remodeled to reflect these changes. In order to
determine whether the updated page should be further processed or crawled, APIMiner
conducts a similarity analysis between the new and previous page states. By analyzing the
similarity between the old and new page states, APIMiner can identify whether the changes
in the page warrant further data processing and traversing. This helps improve the accuracy
of data extraction and the efficiency of traversing. Additionally, conducting similarity
analysis can help prevent APIMiner from entering an infinite loop, where duplicate web
pages are repeatedly visited.

Existing similarity analysis methods used in web pages have certain limitations. For
example, consider a page in the book management system “/getbook.php?bookid=1” and
its two sub-URLs “/getbook.php?bookid=1&actionid=1” and “/getbook.php?bookid=1
&actionid=2”. The “actionid=1” and “actionid=2” correspond to the editing information
and viewing functions of the book, respectively. When using the URL similarity analysis
method, the two URLs are usually clustered together and judged as similar. Using edit
distance for similarity analysis may result in incorrect judgments due to the sequence
relationship between elements and their positions in the DOM tree. For instance, the
sequence of three elements (A, B, and C) could be either “ABC” or “CBA”, leading these
methods to classify such pages as dissimilar. Moreover, the similarity analysis method
based on the DOM tree structure is coarse-grained. In web applications, situations may
arise where the DOM tree structure is similar but the specific content within the DOM
tree nodes differs. For example, the API information contained in the nodes is different,
which can cause the loss of some APIs. In addition, using web page views for similarity
analysis is not appropriate for web API identification. Therefore, in order to overcome the
applicability and misjudgment of existing similarity analysis methods, we have designed a
new similarity analysis method. The similarity analysis process is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Traverse and similarity analysis method

1: function START(starturl)
2: start_state← PageStateModeling(starturl)
3: Traverse(start_state)
4: end function
5: function TRAVERSE(start_state)
6: queue = deque([start_state])
7: visited_state = set()
8: while queue do
9: current_state = queue.pople f t()

10: if current_state /∈ visited_state then
11: new_state_list← StatesAnalysis(current_state)
12: visited_state.add(current_state)
13: for new_state ∈ new_state_list do
14: if SimilarityAnalysis(visited_state, new_state, weights, threshold) then
15: queue.append(new_state)
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: end while
20: end function
21: function SIMILARITYANALYSIS(state_list, new_state, weights, threshold)
22: for current_state ∈ state_list do
23: URL_similarity← Similarityelement(current_state.url, new_state.url)
24: Form_similarity← Similarityelement(current_state. f orm, new_state. f orm)
25: JSEvents_similarity← Similarityelement(current_state.jsevent, new_state.jsevent)
26: OverAll_similarity ← weights.url ∗ URL_similarity + weights. f orm ∗

Form_similarity + weights.jsevent ∗ JSEvents_similarity
27: if OverAll_similarity > threshold then
28: return False
29: end if
30: end for
31: return True
32: end function

Specifically, first, APIMiner vectorizes the three types of elements in the current
page state through the word frequency vectorization method. Take the example of URL
links. For each unique URL link, APIMiner counts the number of times it appears on
the page and then uses this count as the vector value. For instance, if the array of URL
link elements is [URL1, URL2, URL3, URL1, URL1], where URL1 appears three times on
the page, the vectorized URL link element is [3,1,1]. Second, APIMiner calculates the
cosine similarity values between the three types of elements in the current page state and
the corresponding category elements in the previous page state. The cosine similarity
calculation formula is shown in Formula (1). If the calculation result is close to 1, it means
that the two sets of data are more similar; if the result is closer to 0, it means that the
two sets of data are less similar. In this way, the influence of the position of the element
in the web page structure is ignored. For example, the URL link elements in these two
page states are [URL1, URL2, URL3, URL1, URL1] and [URL1, URL1, URL4, URL4, URL5].
Calculated using Formula (1), the cosine similarity of the URL link elements in these two
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page states is 0.6030, meaning there are certain differences in the URL link elements in these
two page states.

Similarityelement = cos θ =
X ·Y
|X| × |Y|

=

n
∑

i=1
(Xi ×Yi)√

n
∑

i=1
(Xi)

2 ×
√

n
∑

i=1
(Yi)

2

(1)

Finally, APIMiner computes the overall similarity between the two page states based
on the preset weights of the three elements using Formula (2). In web pages, the degree
of change in the page content resulting from URL link redirection, form submission, or
JavaScript event triggering varies, where URL Link > Form > JavaScript events. Concretely,
URL link redirection can have a profound impact on the web page’s state. When a user
clicks on a URL link, it may trigger a redirection that leads to the entire web page reloading.
This action can cause significant changes to the page content, as the reload may fetch
entirely new content from the server. Form submission is another action that can result in
substantial changes to a web page’s state. When a form is submitted, it typically triggers
a server-side response, which then alters the state of the web page. This change could
manifest as a partial rendering of the page content, where only certain elements of the page
are refreshed. On the other hand, it could also lead to a complete page reload, similar to
what happens during URL link redirection. JavaScript events, in contrast, typically result
in more nuanced changes to a web page. These events often lead to dynamic updates of
specific sections of the page content without instigating a total page reload. For instance, a
JavaScript event might result in a change to a drop-down menu, the appearance of a pop-up
window, or the dynamic loading of additional content on the page. However, it is also
worth noting that not all JavaScript events lead to noticeable changes in the page content.
Some might trigger actions that are not visible to users, such as logging data or sending
background requests to the server. We assign different weights to these elements based on
their respective impacts on changes to web page content. The overall similarity calculation
formula for different page states is shown in Formula (2), where ωurl + ω f orm + ωjs = 1.

Similarity(A, B) = ωurl × Similarityurl

+ ω f orm × Similarity f orm

+ ωjs × Similarityjs

(2)

APIMiner sets a similarity threshold T. If the computed overall similarity between the
A and B page states Similarity(A, B) > T, then A and B are considered similar. Conversely,
if Similarity(A, B) < T, then A and B are considered dissimilar. By analogy, if the current
page state is different from the previous page state, it is defined as a new page state.
APIMiner identifies the API and explores the next new page state based on this new page
state. Employing this similarity analysis method, APIMiner traverses the web application
user interface as comprehensively as possible using breadth-first traversal [21]. Taking
Figure 10 as an example, the S0 state of the index page is the root state. After submitting a
form and triggering an “onload” event, APIMiner discovers two new page states, S1 and S2,
of the index page. By traversing the S1 and S2 states of the index page, APIMiner can
discover the S0 state of the settings page and the new S3 state of the index page from the
S1 state of the index page. Similarly, it can detect the S0 state of the view page and the S4
state of the index page from the S2 state of the index page. APIMiner continues to traverse
the web application by exploring the newly discovered page states until no additional page
states are found, completing the traversal of the entire application.
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index
S1

index
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setting
S0

view
S0

onload

URL link
redirection

URL link
redirection

Form 
submission
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index
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…

…
onclick

index
S4

onclick

Figure 10. Traversing the various page states of the web application.

3.3. API Identification

As APIMiner traverses the page states, it identifies and extracts APIs for each unique
page state. APIMiner is able to extract APIs that conform to the RESTful API, SOAP API,
and JSON-RPC API specifications in the URL element of the page state. Additionally,
APIMiner extracts traditional HTTP request APIs from URLs that contain HTTP GET re-
quest parameters, such as “http://domain:port/administrator/index.php?option=com_cat-
egories&extension=com_users” in Joomla, which are also located in the URL element of
the page state. Furthermore, APIMiner constructs and identifies traditional HTTP request
APIs generated by form submission based on the data structure of the form element in the
page state. Specifically, APIMiner constructs the HTTP request API templates according
to the HTTP request headers specification [22]. Each piece of API data includes the URL
address, HTTP request method, HTTP request header (e.g., Host, Cookie), and HTTP POST
body [23], as shown in Figure 11.

{
"URL": "",
"Method": "",
"Headers": {

"Host": "",
"Cookie": "",
"User-Agent": "",
"Referer": "",

},
"POST Body": "",

}

Figure 11. The format of a piece of data in a web application API.

After completing the web application page state traversal and API identification,
APIMiner must clean the extracted API data by removing duplicate API entries. This
process ensures that the API data are accurate and concise, without unnecessary duplication,
so that they can be used effectively for subsequent analysis and testing.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of APIMiner in identifying web applica-
tion APIs and compare it to state-of-the-art similarity analysis methods and tools. We aim
to answer the following research questions in the evaluation of APIMiner:

• RQ1. How capable is APIMiner in page similarity analysis? How does it compare
with existing similarity analysis methods?
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• RQ2. How effective is APIMiner’s augmentation technology in identifying web
application APIs? How does the number of web application APIs identified by
APIMiner compare to state-of-the-art tools, such as Crawlergo and Wapiti3?

• RQ3. How does the coverage of APIMiner for web applications compare with
existing methods?

4.1. Experimental Setup

Benchmark Applications. Table 1 shows information about the 10 web applications
used as the benchmarks, as well as their specific versions. These 10 web applications
were selected to cover a wide range of functionalities and APIs commonly used by web
users. The benchmark set includes various types of web applications, such as e-commerce
platforms, social networking sites, and forums. Additionally, the web applications were
chosen from different sources, including the NAVEX test set [24], popular CMS (content
management systems) applications listed by W3Techs [25], and high-scoring CMS projects
on GitHub [26]. By including web applications from various sources, the benchmark set
provides a comprehensive evaluation of APIMiner’s capabilities in identifying APIs and
vulnerabilities across a diverse range of web applications.

Table 1. The web applications used for testing.

# Application Version LoC # Application Version LoC

0 Elgg 2.3.10 96,582 5 Joomla 3.9.3 33,949

1 Subrion 4.2.1 319,112 6 XE 1.11.2 145,169

2 CMSMadeSimple 2.2.9.1 310,316 7 WordPress 5.0.3 1,249,842

3 MyBB 1.8.19 237,667 8 phpBB 3.2.5 193,720

4 Backdrop 1.12.1 73,739 9 Drupal 8.6.9 20,512

Environment. To evaluate our system, we used state-of-the-art scanners that have
been widely adopted for exporting identified web application APIs, allowing us to perform
a direct comparison. Specifically, we evaluated APIMiner against Enemy of the State,
Crawlergo, and Wapiti3. Enemy of the State is a popular state-of-the-art academic scanner
that utilizes a state inference approach during web page traversal to build a comprehensive
web application state machine model. It detects server state changes by analyzing responses
to identical requests. Crawlergo is a browser crawler that hooks key positions of the whole
web page during the DOM rendering stage, automatically fills and submits forms, triggers
intelligent JS events, and collects as many entries exposed by the website as possible.
We choose the latest version, Crawlergo 0.4.4, for experiments. Wapiti3 is a powerful,
free, and open-source web application vulnerability scanner that supports the export of
identified web API data. After years of update iterations, it is deeply loved by vulnerability
researchers. We installed Wapiti3 version 3.1.7 for experimental comparison. We conducted
experiments on an Ubuntu 18.04 with an Intel Core i7-9750 (2.60 GHz) CPU and 32 GB
of RAM. The target web applications were deployed using the official Docker image of
Ubuntu 18.04, with Apache 2.4.29, PHP 7.2.24, and Xdebug 2.6.0 installed. It is important to
stress that the environments for APIMiner and these tools were the same to ensure fairness
in the evaluation.

4.2. Similarity Analysis Capabilities

The experiment described below was conducted to verify the validity of our similarity
analysis method and identify the ideal weight distribution and threshold for our web page
similarity analysis method. Inspired by the study of Kostas et al. [17], we built the test data
set using posts in WordPress. In total, we prepared the following three data sets, two of
which consisted of pages we manually compiled:
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(1) The first set included pages with similar URLs, functionalities, and APIs intended to
be clustered. The set consisted of post pages with highly similar URLs, forms, and
JavaScript events but different article content in WordPress. It is worth mentioning
that the order of the three types of elements may be different. An example of a post is
shown in Figure 12.

(2) The second set consisted of pages with similar access URLs but different APIs, which
should not be clustered. These post pages contained completely different or partially
similar URLs, forms, and JavaScript events. An example of a post is shown in Figure 13.

(3) The third set comprised pages with completely distinct URLs and functionalities,
which should not be clustered together. This set consisted of WordPress pages where
users were not logged in.

[Random post title]

[Random post content]

Redirect URL1 Redirect URL2 Redirect URL3

URL

FORM

Value1 Value2 Submit

JavaScript
JavaScript event 1 JavaScript event 2 ...

[Random post title]

[Random post content]

Redirect URL2 Redirect URL3 Redirect URL1

URL

FORM

Value1 Value2 Submit

JavaScript
JavaScript event 2 JavaScript event 1 ...

Figure 12. SET 1 post template.

[Random post title]

[Random post content]

Redirect URL7 Redirect URL8 Redirect URL9

URL

FORM

Value3 Value4 Submit

JavaScript
JavaScript event 3 JavaScript event 4 ...

[Random post title]

[Random post content]

Redirect URL4 Redirect URL5 Redirect URL6

URL

FORM

Value5 Value6 Submit

JavaScript
JavaScript event 5 JavaScript event 6 ...

Figure 13. SET 2 post template.

Additionally, the three data sets were not similar to each other. For addressing RQ1,
given the similarity of the web page URLs in both SET 1 and SET 2, utilizing a URL-based
similarity analysis method was not appropriate. Consequently, this paper abstained from
conducting an experimental comparison of this method type. We compared the similarity
analysis method proposed in this paper with state-of-the-art similarity analysis methods,
including NDD (Normalized DOM-edit Distance) and mNDD [17].

The NDD method, proposed by Vissers et al. [16], operates by parsing an HTML string
into a tree representation of the DOM nodes. It then establishes the difference between two
trees by computing the edit distance. The mNDD method, a variant of NDD, was proposed
by Kostas et al. [17]. In the process of constructing corresponding trees from the DOMs
of pages, mNDD recursively discards leaf nodes devoid of functionality (e.g., tags for line
breaks, paragraphs, spans, divs, or font formatting) while preserving nodes associated with
functionality (e.g., scripts, forms, iframes, buttons, and inputs). Both methods employ the
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edit distance algorithm. In this context, a smaller edit distance between two page states
implies a higher degree of similarity between them. We obtained the NDD and mNDD
algorithms from the open-source projects of Vissers et al. [16] and Kostas et al. [17] for the
experimental evaluation.

The heatmap in Figure 14 shows the experimental results obtained with NDD, mNDD,
and APIMiner in the similarity analysis of the data set. Specifically, Figure 14a shows the
results of NDD’s similarity analysis of the three sets. We analyzed the experimental results
based on the threshold of 0.18 set in the work by Vissers et al. [16] and found that NDD
accurately judged all web pages in SET 1 as similar, with an average similarity value of
0.007938 for the pages in SET 1. When performing similarity analysis on SET 2, NDD judged
that all pages in SET 1 and SET 2 were similar, with a maximum similarity value of 0.030137
between the pages in SET 1 and SET 2. Moreover, NDD could not distinguish between
the pages in SET 2, with similarity values ranging from 0 to 0.027778, all smaller than the
threshold. For SET 3, since these pages were all taken from WordPress, the DOM structures
of some of them were similar, resulting in some pages in SET 3 being judged as similar by
NDD, even though there were certain differences in their page content and functions.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the similarity analysis capabilities of the three methods. The value data
range in the figure represents the highest and lowest similarity values between two data sets, whereas
the average represents the average similarity value of all pages between two data sets. (a) NDD: The
closer the similarity value to 0, the redder the color, indicating that the two pages are more similar.
(b) mNDD: The closer the similarity value to 0, the redder the color, indicating that the two pages are
more similar. (c) APIMiner: The closer the similarity value to 1, the redder the color, indicating that
the two pages are more similar.

Figure 14b shows that mNDD outperformed NDD in the similarity analysis of SET 2.
We analyzed the experimental results using the threshold value of 0.09 established in the
study by Kostas et al. [17]. Similar to NDD, mNDD accurately judged all pages in SET 1 as
similar, with a similarity value of 0 for all pages in SET 1. For SET 2, mNDD judged 49%
of pages in SET 2 as similar to all pages in SET 1, with similarity values ranging from 0 to
0.484305. Similar to NDD, mNDD could not distinguish between the pages in SET 2, with
similarity values ranging from 0 to 0.060606, all less than the threshold of 0.09. mNDD
performed better in SET 3 compared to NDD.

Figure 14c shows the similarity analysis results obtained with APIMiner. It can be
seen that APIMiner accurately distinguished between the three data sets. In the similarity
analysis method of APIMiner, we assigned weights of 0.5, 0.4, and 0.1 to the URLs, forms,
and JavaScript events based on their impact on page changes. According to APIMiner’s
calculations, the minimum similarity value among the pages in SET 1 was 0.913043. The
maximum similarity value between the pages in SET 1 and SET 2 was 0.767860449, whereas
the highest similarity value among the pages in SET 2 was 0.909091. The maximum
similarity value among the pages in SET 3 was 0.906745. Based on the calculation results of
APIMiner, we set the threshold T of the similarity analysis method to 0.91, which enabled
accurate differentiation between the three sets. The experimental results of the similarity
analysis fully illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed similarity analysis method, which
outperformed state-of-the-art page similarity analysis methods.

4.3. Web Application API Identification

Table 2 details the number of APIs identified and the code coverage achieved by Enemy
of the State, Wapiti3, Crawlergo, and APIMiner in 10 popular modern web applications.

Number of APIs Identified. The No. columns indicate the number of unique web
application APIs discovered by the four tools. The experimental results in this column
address RQ2. It can be seen in Table 2 that the number of APIs identified by APIMiner
in the 10 applications was significantly greater than those identified by Enemy of the
State, Wapiti3, and Crawlergo. According to the experimental results, Enemy of the State
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failed to extract the APIs during tests against Subrion, Backdrop, XE, and phpBB. After a
detailed analysis, we found the cause to be related to the outdated version of the dependent
library used by Enemy of the State. This led to its inability to complete page traversal
and API identification in the web application that used “jquery.min.js”. According to the
experimental results for MyBB, both Enemy of the State and Wapiti3 reported a significantly
higher number of identified APIs compared to APIMiner. The reason for this disparity
is that Enemy of the State and Wapiti3 do not include a page similarity analysis method,
which led to the extraction of a large amount of similar data. Specifically, there is a calendar
view function in MyBB, which led Enemy of the State and Wapiti3 to fail to promptly judge
the similarity of the calendar page after entering this function, resulting in the extraction
of large quantities of calendar APIs. We manually deduplicated the API data for MyBB
provided by Enemy of the State and Wapiti3, as shown outside the brackets on the MyBB
line in Table 2. The effective data extracted by Enemy of the State and Wapiti3 were lower
than that of APIMiner. This case clearly illustrates the importance and effectiveness of page
similarity analysis.

Table 2. Performance comparison between APIMiner and state-of-the-art methods in identifying
web APIs.

Enemy Wapiti3 Crawlergo APIMiner
# Web Application

No. ELoC No. ELoC No. ELoC No. ELoC

0 Elgg 3 7257 132 14,840 149 (3462) 14,567 175 16,760

1 Subrion 0 1784 163 6000 269 (493) 5368 511 12,515

2 CMSMadeSimple 7 1446 36 10,915 53 (57) 15,732 138 20,724

3 MyBB 105 (1342) 9237 162 (463) 9983 147 (166) 12,250 293 17,293

4 Backdrop 0 1054 109 14,733 500 (803) 30,613 4222 42,526

5 Joomla 49 8702 200 17,199 68 (113) 14,059 243 31,231

6 XE 0 5629 99 12,656 121 (355) 16,052 286 23,380

7 Wordpress 140 17,203 184 31,401 79 (342) 22,766 1304 41,322

8 phpBB 0 3888 59 5245 59 (344) 11,342 77 12,200

9 Drupal 212 19,579 1824 29,953 274 (1380) 37,941 4119 66,751

The data in the column indicate the number of identified APIs (No.) and the total lines of code executed (ELoC). Values in bold
indicate instances where the tool identified the most APIs or executed the most lines of code in the target application. Data
within the brackets are those reported by the tool, whereas data outside the brackets are the results after data validity cleaning.

Regarding the experimental results of Crawlergo, it achieved good results in API
identification in each web application, as indicated by the data within the brackets in the
Crawlergo column in Table 2. However, The API data reported by Crawlergo contained
a significant amount of invalid information. During the traversal process, Crawlergo
incorrectly spliced the “contentType” data in JavaScript with the URL [27] as an API for
extraction. We determined the validity of these APIs by replaying their requests and
analyzing the HTTP response status code. For instance, if the HTTP response status code
from replaying an API request was 403 or 404, it indicated that this API was invalid.
Using this method, we performed data cleaning on the results reported by Crawlergo to
ensure the validity of the APIs. The cleaned data are presented outside the brackets in the
Crawlergo column.

For the experimental results of APIMiner, we used the same data cleaning method
as Enemy of the State, Wapiti3, and Crawlergo. Table 2 shows that the number of APIs
recognized by APIMiner significantly surpassed those of the other three state-of-the-art
tools. Across these 10 web applications, the number of APIs recognized by APIMiner
increased by at least 0.17 times, up to 57.33 times, with an average increase of 7.96 times,
excluding the case where the Enemy of the State was unable to perform a scan.

Code coverage. The ELoC column indicates the total lines of code executed by the four
tools during testing of the web applications, which is used to represent the code coverage
of these tools. We used the open-source code coverage calculation environment [28] of the
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research work by Kostas et al. [17] to determine the code coverage in our experiments. The
experimental data in the ELoC column address RQ3. It is clear that APIMiner achieved
superior code coverage across all tested web applications. Excluding the web applications
that Enemy of the State cannot normally crawl, compared to the three state-of-the-art tools,
APIMiner’s code coverage increased by at least 7.56%, up to a maximum of 1333.20%, with
an average increase of 142.72%. This demonstrates that in many cases, APIMiner is capable
of exploring more page states in web applications compared to existing state-of-the-art
tools, thus increasing the likelihood of accessing key functions. This is also stronger proof
that APIMiner can identify more APIs in web applications.

5. Discussion

Although APIMiner achieves good performance in page similarity analysis, iden-
tification of web application APIs, and code coverage, it still has limitations that need
further research.

Identity switching. APIMiner, Crawlergo, and Wapiti3 all employ website cookie
sharing for identity authentication on websites. The shared cookies from websites usually
only contain the identity state of one role, such as the site administrator. However, modern
web applications often support multiple roles, like community-type web applications
encompassing multiple roles like site administrators and community users. In these cases,
identity authentication through website cookie sharing is unable to facilitate the transition
between multiple website roles, consequently missing APIs under other role states. In
future work, we aim to explore identity switching among different roles on websites to
maximize coverage of various page states within web applications.

Fine-grained distinction of JavaScript events. Considering that most JavaScript
events within a web page do not generally cause state changes, APIMiner assigns a lower
weight to JavaScript events during the analysis of page state similarity. Nevertheless, it
is undeniable that some JavaScript events can result in substantial modifications in page
content upon triggering. These events could, for example, initiate a major content change,
transform the displayed information, or even modify the structure of the web page. These
changes can substantially alter the user experience and, thus, the “state” of the page from
an interaction perspective. As a result of this understanding, our future work will consider
a more detailed and nuanced division of JavaScript events. This fine-grained division
would allow us to better distinguish between events that lead to minor or no real changes
and those that cause significant page transformations. By achieving this, we aim to make
APIMiner more effective in understanding and interacting with dynamic web pages, thus
improving its overall functionality and performance.

Single-page applications. Single-page applications represent a mainstream form of
contemporary web applications and are a target for our future work. In the evaluation
of this manuscript, we focus on CMS-type web applications. In future research, we will
explore improving the universality of APIMiner to explore its effectiveness in single-page
web applications.

Optimal Algorithm. In APIMiner, we use the cosine similarity algorithm to calculate
the similarity of each type of element, although various other algorithms could be also
utilized for vector similarity comparison. This paper concentrates on highlighting the
distinct impacts of three types of elements on the state of web pages and does not delve
into the optimal vector calculation algorithm. In future research, we plan to investigate
which algorithms yield superior performance.

6. Related Works

This section discusses the related works. Given the widespread use of web applica-
tions, identifying and extracting APIs for subsequent vulnerability detection has become a
popular and important research topic. Existing studies on API identification are mainly
based on the user manuals of web applications [1–3,29–32] and identify APIs by dynam-
ically traversing web pages [4–8]. In dynamic web page traversal for identifying web
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application APIs, existing studies utilize similarity analysis methods to mitigate the impact
of similar pages on the API identification process [8–12].

Web application API identification. Both Restler [2] and Schemathesis [3] extracted
web application APIs based on the development user manual or the API reference (such
as OpenAi and GraphQL) of the web application [29]. They aimed to find the correlation
between these APIs to uncover deeper vulnerabilities in subsequent fuzzing. H.A. Grent [1]
and Gao et al. [30] statically identified and extracted web application APIs from API
references using rule matching and then used machine learning techniques to analyze
and infer the relationships between parameters in the API to generate more APIs. The
effectiveness of the generated APIs was evaluated through probing. However, the APIs
extracted or generated by these methods rely on user manuals or API references, and
most web applications do not provide user manuals or API references. In comparison,
our work focuses on identifying and extracting web application APIs directly from web
pages without relying on user manuals or API references. As early as 2006, Kals et al. [33]
designed a simple dynamic web application vulnerability scanner that can access the page
and extract the HTML data, thereby identifying the API and injecting malicious data into
the API for security detection. Crawljax [5] is a dynamic analysis state-aware crawler
that explores AJAX-based client-side applications to identify APIs. It uses a DOM tree to
represent the state of the page and compares the edit distance of the string representation of
the DOM trees to compare states. Enemy of the State [6] utilizes a state inference approach
during web page traversal to build a comprehensive web application state machine model.
It detects server state changes by analyzing the responses to identical requests. We offer a
more comprehensive and lightweight representation of the page state compared to these
methods. By analyzing key elements that trigger changes in web pages and using these to
represent the page state, APIMiner does not need to store the entire page content or the full
DOM tree. Through finer-grained page state representation, we can more effectively detect
changes in page states and cover more web application page states, leading to improved
API coverage.

Web page similarity analysis. Similarity analysis is also widely used, which aims
to mitigate the impact of similar pages on the API identification process, such as causing
inefficiency and entering an infinite loop of repeat visits to duplicate pages. Some previous
studies used URL similarity analysis [8,34,35] for deduplication and set the crawl depth
to avoid loop traversal. Moreover, some studies used web page content for similarity
analysis, such as calculating the hash or edit distance of the DOM tree or the page struc-
ture to judge whether web pages are similar [11,12,17,36,37]. In addition, some previous
studies [9,10,38–41] used web page visuals for similar page analysis, such as the detec-
tion of similar phishing pages. Despite being successful in their respective goals, such
approaches still have limitations. Specifically, there are a large number of similar URLs
in a web application, and there are often URLs with similar paths and similar query pa-
rameters, which provide entirely different functions. Avoiding an infinite loop of repeat
visits to duplicate pages by setting the traversal depth can also lead to missing a lot of APIs.
Regarding methods that calculate the hash or edit distance of the DOM tree or the page
structure, on the one hand, storing a large amount of page information can impact traversal
efficiency, especially when the content of a web page is extensive. On the other hand, these
methods do not consider the position and order of elements on the page. Visual similarity
analysis of web pages may not capture subtle yet significant elements that indicate different
functionalities, such as hidden buttons or input elements [42].

In contrast, our method only stores the page state representation data and disregards
the impact of element position and order. Additionally, we analyzed the extent to which
different elements influence page content changes and assigned different weights for three
elements for similarity analysis.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose APIMiner, a framework for identifying the APIs of web
applications by dynamically traversing web pages based on web page state similarity
analysis. When APIMiner accesses a web application, it first builds a web page model
based on the HTML elements of the current web page. APIMiner then uses this web page
model to represent the state of the page. Then, APIMiner calculates the similarity of each
element in the page model and judges the similarity of the page states based on the value
of the similarity result of each element. From the different states of the page, APIMiner
extracts the data interaction APIs on the page. With this approach, APIMiner traverses as
many different web page states as possible, improving the coverage of web application
APIs. We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of APIMiner and
compare it with state-of-the-art similarity analysis methods and tools. The experimental
results show that APIMiner achieves good performance in terms of page state similarity
analysis, identification of the number of APIs (average of 1136), and code coverage (average
of 28,470). In contrast, Enemy of the State, on average, identifies 51 APIs and executes 7578
lines of code, whereas Crawlergo and Wapiti3 identify an average of 171 and 296 APIs and
execute 18,060 and 15,293 lines of code, respectively. Compared with these tools, APIMiner
identifies an average of 7.96 times more APIs and increases code coverage by an average
of 142.72%.
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